A community lecture series for the general public describing University of Virginia research related to aging. These lectures will be held at the Doubletree Hotel from 3 to 4:30 PM, and will include a reception where the speakers will be glad to answer your questions.

Heidi Scorable, Associate Professor of Neuroscience, will introduce this comprehensive program to study the process and problems of brain aging. UVA faculty are collaborating to study the genetic, cellular, and neuronal basis of brain function. This work is leading to both new understanding and promising treatments for hearing loss, stroke, balance disorders, and Alzheimer's Disease.

There is no admission fee, but you must RSVP by e-mail at uvaging@virginia.edu or by phone at 243-5695 to reserve your space. Seating is limited. Free parking is available at the Doubletree Hotel at 990 Hilton Heights Road. For more information on the Institute on Aging, please visit http://www.virginia.edu/aginginstitute/.